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ABSTRACT

SEARCHING FOR WOBBLING MOTION IN 135CE

Sariah Phipps

Department of Physics and Astronomy

Bachelor of Science

Since the breakthrough identification of 135Pr as a wobbling nucleus, the A∼130

mass region has emerged as a new region of interest to look for exotic nuclei.

Wobbling and chirality serve as two irrefutable signatures for the existence

of triaxiality. Having already established chirality in 133Ce, the present study

aims to look for wobbling in the neighboring 135Ce nucleus where a possible

longitudinal wobbling band has been identified. After obtaining and analyzing

the DCO(Directional Correlation of Oriented Nuclear States)-Like ratios of the

transitions in the proposed wobbling band, it was determined that they do not

correspond to a wobbling motion.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Axial Deformation

It is typical to think that, like many objects, a nucleus rotates independently about

a set of axes. In quantum mechanics, however, rotation about an axis of symmetry

is forbidden since the wave function would remain unchanged. Instead, nuclei rotate

about their moments of inertia. This limits quantum rotations to deformed objects.

1



1.1 Axial Deformation 2

Figure 1.1 Quadrupole deformation parameter β2 across the nuclear chart.
Chart pulled from [1] which was adapted from [2] and [3].

Deformed objects form when a nucleus does not have a closed shell. Shells describe

the location of the electrons that surround the nucleus, with each successive shell being

further from the nucleus. Only up to a specified amount of electrons can reside in

a shell. Once that specified amount is met, the shell is considered closed and the

nucleus takes on the shape of a sphere. As seen in Figure 1.1, regions of the chart of

isotopes near closed shells have very slight deformation. This makes spherical models

ideal for describing most nuclear properties. However, the further away from closed

shells, the greater the deformation. The axial symmetry of these nuclei are either

prolate, having an elongated vertical axis, or oblate, having an elongated horizontal

axis. Spherical, prolate, and oblate shapes can be used to model most cases of nuclear

rotation.
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1.2 Triaxiality

While the previously mentioned models are axial in shape, triaxiality occurs when

a nucleus has three axes of different moments of inertia. Triaxiality is a very rare

phenomenon that is difficult to establish, so we rely on experimental techniques to

identify some unique signatures that only triaxial nuclei can exhibit. These two

signatures are wobbling and chirality. The best way to observe these signatures

is by analyzing a nuclear level scheme. A level scheme is a diagram that displays

the known discrete energies within a nucleus. These energies can be organized into

bands (specified as n = 1,2,3...) that represent rotational energy states. Wobbling or

chirality display unique signatures in these bands, and when experimentally observed,

can identify a nucleus with a triaxial shape.

Figure 1.2 Two mirror images of a chiral nucleus. R is the rotor angular
momentum, I is the total angular momentum, jπ is the angular momentum
of the odd proton, jν is the angular momentum of the odd neutron.

As seen in Figure 1.2, chirality occurs when the axis of rotation lies outside

any of the three principal symmetry planes and exhibits right- or left- handedness.

Right-handedness occurs if the direction of spin and motion are the same while left-

handedness occurs if the directions of spin and motion are opposite. Experiments

have confirmed the existence of pairs of chiral bands in the A∼190, A∼130, A∼100,

and A∼80 regions of the chart of the isotopes. [4] [5] [6] [7]

~
~
~
~
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Figure 1.3 Angular momentum geometry of a transverse wobbler (odd par-
ticle aligned with l or s axis) and a longitudinal wobbler (odd particle aligned
with m axis) in the body fixed frame, where l , m , and s correspond to the
long, medium, and short axis, respectively. R , j , and J are the rotor, odd
particle, and total angular momentum, respectively. Credit: Physical Review
Letters (2020). DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.124.052501

Wobbling, on the other hand, occurs when one of the three axes precesses about

the total angular momentum. An example of a wobbling nucleus can be seen in Figure

1.3. Some clear indicators of wobbling bands are rotational bands corresponding to

n = 0, 1, 2..., transitions that go from n + 1 to n, and inter-band transitions with

∆I = 1, E2. Until recently, wobbling had only been observed in five nuclei: 161Lu [8],

163Lu [9], 165Lu [10], 167Lu [11] and 167Ta [12]. Since chirality has been experimentally

observed much more than wobbling, the focus of this work is on observing wobbling.

In 2015, a breakthrough occurred when a research group at the University of Notre

Dame discovered wobbling in 135Pr [13]. This was the first instance of wobbling out-

side the mass 160 region, but there was a discrepancy in understanding the properties

of the observed wobbling bands. Wobbling energy is associated with wobbling exci-

tations and was initially predicted to increase with spin. However, all experimentally

observed cases so far have exhibited a decrease in the wobbling energy with increasing

spin. This discrepancy was resolved by S. Frauendorf and F. Dönau by utilizing the
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Quasiparticle Triaxial Rotor (QTR) model to study triaxiality in odd-mass nuclei [14].

Figure 1.4 Triaxial even-even core coupled to an odd quasiparticle as seen
in the QTR (Quasiparticle Triaxial Rotor) model.

The QTR model uses transverse and longitudinal as the wobbling modes within

a nucleus (See Figure 1.3). If the odd-particle (j) is aligned perpendicular to the

axis with the short (s) or long (l) axis, the nucleus exhibits transverse wobbling. If

the odd-particle is aligned with the medium (m) axis, the nucleus exhibits longi-

tudinal wobbling. It was found that the triaxial even-even core was coupled to an

odd quasiparticle, modifying the motion considerably (see Figure 1.4). With this

interpretation, all the observed wobbling bands corresponded to transverse wobbling,

with 135Pr opening a new region for observation of wobbling motion. 133Ce, another

nucleus within said region, was previously found to have chirality, making further

research in the A∼130 region optimal for finding triaxiality. For this reason, 135Ce

has been identified as a possible candidate for a wobbling nucleus.

1.3 Data Acquisition

We are able to potentially observe wobbling within a given nucleus by using data from

the Argonne National Laboratory’s Gammasphere. The method of receiving the data

is the same as reported in [13], but will be briefly restated. The ATLAS facility at

~
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the Argonne National Laboratory produced an 80-MeV beam of 16O incident on a

123Sb target. This combination creates multiple nuclei that populate the A∼130 mass

region. The goal of this experiment was to populate the levels of interest in 135Pr,

but below are examples of other possible nuclei.

123
51 Sb+16

8 O →139
50 Pr (1.1)

123
51 Sb+16

8 O →135
59 Pr + 4n (1.2)

123
51 Sb+16

8 O →135
58 Ce+ p+ 3n (1.3)

The target used was a 634 µg/cm2-thick foil of 123Sb with a 15 µ g/cm2 aluminum

layer at the front. At the time of the experiment, the Gammasphere array had 83

working Compton-suppressed Germanium detectors arranged in 17 different angular

rings around the beam line. Data was acquired in the triple coincidence mode. The

upgrade to the digital Gammasphere (DGS) enabled collection of nearly 4 times

as much data as that in previous experiments in a similar amount of beam time –

1.45× 1010 γ-ray coincidence events that were three fold or higher.

This work will focus on analyzing data acquired in the above experiment. The data

was corrected for energy and efficiency before analysis. It was then used to construct

a matrix (a 2D histogram of counts vs energy vs energy) and a cube(a 3D histogram

of counts vs energy vs energy vs energy), which in turn was used to create a level

scheme. From carefully examining the level scheme, noticable traces of triaxiality

in the yrast (minimum energy state) band within 135Ce were discovered. However,

after calculating the DCO (Directional Correlation of Oriented Nuclear States) - Like

ratios, it ws determined that it was not a wobbling band.

~


Chapter 2

Method

Figure 2.1 The Residual Production vs Beam Energy plot of the highest
cross-sections produced by various residual nuclei. The nuclei that are pro-
duced most are able to be studied more thoroughly.

As previously stated, the University of Notre Dame’s data collection included various

nuclei within the A∼130 region that could be used to observe wobbling. To decide

which nucleus to investigate, I needed to examine the cross section and area counts

7
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of various residual nuclei. Using PACE4, a program that displays data collected from

the experiment, I was able to see which nuclei would be produced at the energy

levels of 70, 75, 80, 85, and 90 MeV (see Figure 2.1). If the nuclei was produced at

fewer than three energy levels or had a residual cross section less than 10 mb, it was

discarded. The nuclei were then plotted based on the energies at which they were

produced and their cross sections. Figure 2.2 was compared to a plot previously made

when researching 135Pr to ensure the data was consistent. [13]

Figure 2.2 The relative population of residuals in the energy range 70-90
MeV. This plot was used to determine which nuclei should be observed.

Earlier, it was noted that each nuclei could only be produced at certain energies.

Every gamma energy that is registered in the detectors is called a count and can be

modeled as a Gaussian curve. The area under this curve is called area counts. To

categorize the nuclei by area counts, we used the total energy spectrum to observe

the most intense of each of these energies. The energy distributions formed Gaussian

curves that were measured for their area. To normalize the data, I divided all the

areas by the largest data point and plotted them. Next to 135Pr, we found that 135Ce

had the most counts. As such, we felt comfortable searching for wobbling within
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135Ce.

The 83 working detectors provided different spectra that needed to be corrected

due to their varied starting points and background counts. Energy and efficiency

corrections were performed for each of the working detectors of the Gammasphere

array using a standard 152Eu radioactive source. I then used RADWARE’s auto

calibration function to filter out the peaks that match with 152Eu. However, the

varied background energies received by each detector meant that the auto-calibration

function was not always guaranteed to work. To check the accuracy of my calibration,

I used RADWARE’s “effit” and “encal” functions to fit the data from calibrations to

an exponential curve shown in Figure 2.3. The equation for the curve fit is

efficiency = e[(A+Bx+Cx
2)−G+(D+Ey+Fy2)−G]−

1
G (2.1)

where A, B, and C describe the efficiencies at low energies while D, E, and F describe

the efficiency at high energies. G is an interaction parameter between the two regions.

The larger G is, the sharper the turnover at the top will be. If the efficiency turns

over gently, G will be small. The effit function required me to manually input a guess

for G between 0 and 15 to create the curve fit. The encal function then defined the

other variables and calculated χ2. If the curve didn’t match the data or if χ2 was

too large, then the value of G would be changed. There were several detectors whose

background peaks prohibited them from being auto-calibrated accurately, making

several points on the curve fit deviate. To fix this error, I manually calibrated the

desired peaks until I was able to fit an accurate curve. This entailed using a self-

written command, “cfg”, to make a Gaussian fit for the deviated energy peaks. The

“cfg” command finds the area under a curve after clicking the left side, right side,

and middle of a peak respectively. Once all the detectors were calibrated, I added all
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the spectra together and calibrated the total relative efficiency of the data as seen in

Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3 The efficiency plot of the total calibrated data. The equation

for the curve fit is eff= e[(A+Bx+Cx
2)−G+(D+Ey+Fy2)−G]−

1
G where A, B, and C

describe the efficiencies at low energies and D, E, and F describe the efficiency
at high energies. G is an interaction parameter between the two regions.

Next came creating the level scheme. 135Ce has been observed in two previous

studies [15] [16], so the results from these studies were used to construct a new level

scheme. Notre Dame collected nearly four times the amount of data than that of

previous experiments, so we were able to produce a more detailed level scheme. Us-

ing gf3, a program that edits and displays spectra, I was able to search our data for

each energy and transition from the previous papers. Many of the energies observed

in these papers were visible in the data we had collected, but there were some previ-

ously observed transitions that were too weak to be observed. These transition were
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removed from the level scheme and resulted in all the transitions from the n=1 band

to go to the n=0 band(known as the yrast band). As stated before, transitions that

go from n+ 1 to n are clear indicators of wobbling bands, so the n=0 and n=1 bands

are an optimal place to look for wobbling. The level scheme can be seen in Figure

2.4.

Figure 2.4 The level scheme of 135Ce. The numbers between the arrows are
transition energies (keV) and the numbers resting on top of horizontal lines
are the energy levels (keV). The fractions represent the parity and spin of
the energy levels.

To be certain of wobbling, I needed to calculate the DCO-Like ratios of the two

bands. This ratio is constructed by examining the gamma ray intensity in the detector

at a given angle by placing a gate on a non-coinciding gamma energy in all detectors.

A gate filters out energies in coincidence with an input value of energy. These DCO-

like ratios have a few benefits: the transition to be examined has greater intensity due

to the more inclusive gate; the value is independent of the type of transition gated on;

and they can distinguish between ∆I = 2 pure quadrupole and ∆I = 0 pure dipole
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transitions [1]. A wobbling band would produce a mixed ratio, meaning a value for

the DCO-Like ratios between 0 and 0.8 if it was an odd proton (negative mixing ratio)

or between 0.8 and 1.2 if it was an odd neutron (positive mixing ratio). DCO-Like

ratios depend on detector angles, so I needed to organize my data accordingly. To do

so, I was given a document that grouped all my data into 17 categories based on their

detector angles. I used this document to add the spectra of each category to create

groupings called rings. The spectra were then further condensed into three new rings:

forward, middle, and backward. Next, the three rings were calibrated for energy and

efficiency. As stated earlier, there was a possibility of wobbling in the n = 0 and n

= 1 bands, so I looked in each ring for the energies within these bands. I used gates

to isolate the energy levels that I wanted. I again used the “cfg” command to find

the area and error of the curves on the spectrum. These areas were called counts and

categorized as forward counts, middle counts, and backwards counts. Since many of

the detectors in the forward ring were not working, the forward counts were too weak

and were not used. DCO-Like ratios and their uncertainties were calculated using

the equations,

u =
x

y
(2.2)(σu

u

)2

=
(σx
x

)2

+

(
σy
y

)2

(2.3)

where u is the DCO-Like ratio, x are the backward counts, y are the middle counts,

and σu, σx, and σy are their respective uncertainties. Using these equations, I was

able to obtain the DCO-Like ratios and see if they matched what was predicted.



Chapter 3

Results and Analysis

Figure 3.1 The original DCO-Like Ratio vs Energy plot. The lines running
vertically through the points represent error.

Figure 3.1 is the first DCO-Like Ratio vs Energy plot made. The lines running

vertically through the points represent error. The black and red horizontal lines are

the expected DCO-Like ratios for a pure dipole and a pure quadruple, respectively.

13
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The DCO-Like ratios were expected to match the ratios calculated by the advising

graduate student, Nirupama Sensharma. Unfortunately, the transition DCO-Like

Ratios were below what was expected.

135Ce has an odd neutron, so we expected a positive mixing ratio. However, as

can be seen from Figure 3.1, none of our DCO-Like ratios were what we expected.

The error in the n=1 band alone was a clear indicator that something was wrong.

We took the DCO-Like ratios of bands to the upper right and upper left of the yrast

band to check if we had a calculation error and found that they were also incorrect.

Pure E2 transitions (transitions in the upper left band) should have a DCO of 1.2 and

Pure M1 transitions (transitions in the upper right band) should have a DCO of .8,

but they were lower than expected. It was determined that the backward and middle

files were compiled incorrectly and needed to be redone. However, the internship was

almost over so there wasn’t enough time to determine what went wrong. Instead,

Sensharma provided the backward and middle files she had previously compiled.
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Figure 3.2 The correct DCO-Like Ratio vs Energy. The lines running
vertically through the points represent error. The Pure Dipole and Pure
Quadrupole lines are where we expected the DCO-Like ratio to be.

Figure 3.3 The DCO-Like Ratios of the yrast, transition, nw = 1, upper
right, and upper left bands. Energies are in keV

Figure 3.2 shows the corrected DCO Like Ratio vs Energy Plot. As seen in Figure

3.3, the new files yielded results that were more consistent with what we would expect.

The DCO-Like Ratios for the connecting transitions are close to 0.8. This means that
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the transitions are pure dipole. Since the transitions are not a positive mixing ratio

like we expected, we can conclude that the band we are looking at is not a wobbling

band, but rather a signature partner band. The signature partner band arises due to

the dealignment of the quasiparticle with respect to a principal axis of the rotor. As

shown in Figure 1.2, the odd quasiparticle with angular momentum j is not aligned

with the s-axis. Instead, it precesses around the s-axis resulting in a significant

contribution from the quasiparticle motion.

To continue searching for wobbling bands, angular distribution measurements will

be done to confirm the multipolarities of the connecting transition. We also plan to

look for wobbling motion in other isotopes in this region of the nuclear chart.
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Appendix A

GammaSpere Detector Angles

THETA PHI

17.27465

1 3 2 4 6

72.00 144.00 216.00 288.00 360.00

B34 B22 B10 B58 B46

31.71747

5 7 9 8 10

36.00 108.00 180.00 252.00 324.00

C18 C12 C 6 C30 C24

37.37737

11 13 12 14 16

72.00 144.00 216.00 288.00 360.00

D12 D 8 D 4 D20 D16

20



21

50.06504

15 17 19 21 23

22.84 49.16 94.84 121.16 166.84

B48 B35 B36 B23 B24

18 20 22 24 26

193.16 238.84 265.16 310.84 337.16

B11 B12 B59 B60 B47

58.28253

25 27 28 30 32

72.00 144.00 216.00 288.00 360.00

C17 C11 C 5 C29 C23

69.82033

29 31 33 35 37

18.49 53.51 90.49 125.51 162.49

B43 B32 B31 B20 B19

34 36 38 40 42

197.51 234.49 269.51 306.49 341.51

B8 B7 B56 B55 B44

79.18768

39 41 44 46 48

72.00 144.00 216.00 288.00 360.00

D11 D 7 D 3 D19 D15



22

80.70960

43 45 47 50 52

36.00 108.00 180.00 252.00 324.00

B29 B17 B 5 B53 B41

90.00000

49 51 53 55 57

18.00 54.00 90.00 126.00 162.00

C15 C16 C9 C10 C3

54 56 58 60 62

198.00 234.00 270.00 306.00 342.00

C4 C27 C28 C21 C22

99.29040

59 61 64 66 68

72.00 144.00 216.00 288.00 360.00

B33 B21 B9 B57 B45

100.81232

63 65 67 70 72

36.00 108.00 180.00 252.00 324.00

D10 D 6 D 2 D18 D14

110.17967

69 71 73 75 77

17.51 54.49 89.51 126.49 161.51

B30 B28 B18 B16 B6



23

74 76 78 80 82

198.49 233.51 270.49 305.51 342.49

B 4 B54 B52 B42 B40

121.71747

79 81 83 84 86

36.00 108.00 180.00 252.00 324.00

C14 C8 C2 C26 C20

129.93496

85 87 89 91 93

13.16 58.84 85.16 130.84 157.16

B27 B26 B15 B14 B 3

88 90 92 94 96

202.84 229.16 274.84 301.16 346.84

B 2 B51 B50 B39 B38

142.62263

95 97 99 98 100

36.00 108.00 180.00 252.00 324.00

D 9 D 5 D 1 D17 D13

148.28253

101 103 102 104 106

72.00 144.00 216.00 288.00 360.00

C7 C1 C25 C19 C13



24

162.72535

105 107 109 108 110

36.00 108.00 180.00 252.00 324.00

B25 B13 B 1 B49 B37

The THETA angle is the polar angle with respect to the z axis pointing along the

beam. PHI is the azimuth angle with respect to the coordinate system where the X

axis is pointing into the ground and the Y axis is pointing towards the exterior roll-up

door (i.e., elevation from gravitional axis).
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